Abstract: Among the frontier challenges facing synthetic chemistry in the 21 st century are the interconnected goals of increasing control of chemical reactivity and synthesizing complex molecules with higher levels of efficiency. Catalytic C-H bond functionalization reactions are increasingly being discovered that meet the criterion for useful reactivity (i.e. preparative, predictably selective, and general). Consequently, such reactions are enabling chemists to exploit strategies for complex molecule synthesis and derivatization previously accessible only in nature. This preface highlights some of the achievements and important challenges that remain in the area of C-H bond functionalization.
Although it has been well demonstrated that, given ample time and resources, highly complex natural products can be synthesized in the laboratory, too often current reactions do not enable chemists to match the efficiency and/or diversity achieved in nature. In examining how natural products are constructed in the laboratory versus in nature, a significant difference is seen in the way that the crucial oxidized functionality is installed. Traditional organic methods for installing oxidized functionality rely heavily on acid-base reactions that require extensive functional-group manipulations (FGMs) including wasteful protection-deprotection sequences. In contrast, nature routinely uses C-H oxidation methods, generally mediated by oxygen-activating heme-and non-heme iron enzymes, to directly install oxidized functionality onto the pre-formed hydrocarbon framework of complex molecules. Advantages of nature's approach include both a greater ability to diversify structure and to increase synthetic efficiency. In transforming one common hydrocarbon skeleton to many novel oxidized compounds with diverse patterns of oxidation, broad areas of chemical and biological space may be accessed. Moreover, nature's ability to introduce sensitive, oxidized functionalities late in a synthetic sequence obviates having to carry those functionalities through many chemical manipulations as the molecule is being constructed. Alternatively, the heteroatom functionalities can be carried through conventional acid/base reactions 'masked' as inert C-H bonds, then 'exposed' whenever desired through selective oxidation.
C-H bonds were typically ignored in the context of methods development for total synthesis prior to the early 2000s despite the fact that two powerful approaches for functionalizing these bonds were known since the 1970s: (1) Bio-inspired methods in which transition-metal-bound oxidants perform atom-transfer reactions on hydrocarbon substrates; 1 (2) Organometallic methods in which late transition metals promote C-H insertion at the metal center to generate organometallic intermediates that can be functionalized with nucleophiles.
2 The ubiquity and inertness of C-H bonds rendered development of this interesting reactivity into useful synthetic reactions challenging. To impact chemical synthesis, such reactions must achieve high levels of predictable selectivity with preparative utility (i.e. one equivalent of substrate affording significant amounts of mono-oxidized products) over a broad range of substrates. Two major approaches have emerged for achieving site-selectivity. The first is a directing-group approach where substrates must bear a specific functional group that associates with the catalyst to achieve selectivity and in many cases reactivity. Directed catalytic aryl C-H functionalizations that proceed via cyclo-metallated intermediates first appeared in the 1990s 3 and have experienced a resurgence in the 2000s with an explosion of novel directing groups and functionalization reagents to enable palladium-catalyzed aryl C-H alkylations, arylations, hydroxylations, aminations, and halogenations. 4 Pioneered in the 1980s, 5 directed benzylic and aliphatic C-H alkylations and aminations that proceed via rhodium carbenes and nitrenes have recently been developed into powerful methods for complex molecule synthesis.
6 Additionally, biomimetic complexes with shape or functional group recognition elements that proceed via manganese-oxo intermediates have shown impressive site-selectivity for aliphatic and benzylic C-H hydroxylations for specific substrates. 7, 8 A second approach for attaining site-selectivity in C-H oxidations is the development of small molecule catalysts that are sensitive to the inherent electronic, steric, and stereoelectronic differences between C-H bonds in complex molecule settings. The development of iridium catalysts that select for the least sterically hindered aromatic C-H bond have led to powerful reactions for installation of boronic esters that may be used for further functionalizations. 9 The development of palladium-sulfoxide catalysts that exploit the sterically accessible allylic C-H bonds of terminal olefins to furnish -allylPd intermediates have led to a wide range of highly selective allylic esterification, amination, alkylation, and dehydrogenation reactions. [10] [11] [12] [13] Despite these advances, however, as recently as 2007, it was considered that the reactivity differences between the most inert and ubiquitous C-H bonds, i.e. unactivated 3°a nd 2° aliphatic bonds, were not large enough for a small molecule catalyst to discriminate.
14 The advent of nonheme iron catalyst Fe(PDP) in 2007 demonstrated that 3°1 5 and 2°1 6 aliphatic C-H bonds can be preparatively differentiated on the basis of a combination of predictable electronic, steric, and stereoelectronic factors within a molecule. An advantage of this inherent selectivity paradigm is its high degree of generality: since these selectivity factors operate within all organic molecules, the substrate pool is in principle unlimited. It is now widely recognized that the differences between C-H bonds are large enough to be distinguished using small molecule catalysts 17 and consequently numerous methods are emerging based on this selectivity paradigm for aliphatic 18 as well as allylic C-H bond functionalizations. 19 Now with access to these powerful C-H functionalization methods that are preparative and predictably selective, the synthetic community can begin to test the hypothesis that such methods will enable strategic advances in the streamlining and diversification of synthetic routes. Powerful examples of the 'late-stage C-H oxidation' strategy have emerged which reduce functional group manipulations by installing oxidized functionality from C-H bonds late in synthetic sequences. 20 Additionally, site-selective oxidations of natural products (e.g. cafestol, this issue) suggest that such catalysts can be used as small molecule tailoring enzyme mimics 21 to rapidly evaluate metabolites as well as generate novel compounds with diverse chemical and biological properties.
Although exciting breakthroughs have been achieved, important challenges still remain. Frontier issues that must be addressed include (1) the development of chemoselective catalysts that can oxidize aliphatic C-H bonds in the presence of more electron-rich functional groups (i.e. olefins, aromatics, nitrogens), (2) preparative catalysts for intermolecular aminations, alkylations, and halogenations, and (3) catalysts that can override substrate bias -without the use of directing groups.
